Nestled in the musical Blue Ridge Mountain town of Pickens, is this entertainer’s dream home
waiting for a fun-loving family or couple. Sitting on 1.64 private acres, this contemporary home
boasts two master suites, 2.5 baths, and a fully-finished basement leading out to a spectacular
yard where adventure awaits. The eyes will never grow bored scanning the lush mountainous
views that can be seen through large windows throughout the home, which usher in floods of
stunning natural light. Every room offers ample storage space so you will never have to worry
about unsightly clutter distracting you from the unique Blue Ridge views that make this home so
special. The oversized garage provides even more storage space, along with convenient shelter
for your vehicles and a workshop where you can sharpen your handyman skills.
Whether cooking or simply spending time together as a family, your time in this custom kitchen
will be a true delight due to the modern design, stainless steel appliances, and warming
fireplace. After a stressful day at the office, you will rejoice at the comfort of being able to lounge
with a glass of wine on your sprawling deck; easily accessible from the dining room or first-floor
master suite. Or you can soak in your new hot tub and watch the eagles glide through the regal
evening South Carolina sky. Enjoy gazing at stars so bright that they seem almost close enough
to touch, all while listening to the sounds of wildlife in your backyard.Year after year, you and
your loved ones will be able to create lasting memories gathering together in the expansive
great room. Every detail of this house, from the soaring cathedral ceilings, to the lovely built-ins,
will leave you feeling proud to call it your home.
You will revel in the sheer convenience of having two master suites in your new home. This
unique feature offers the possibility of conveniently hosting regular guests, or it could easily be
made into an in-law suite. The second-story master features a roomy walk-in closet, comfortable
sitting area, and a spacious master bathroom. You could also turn your vast basement, currently
being used as an office and entertainment space, into a third bedroom.
No detail, big or small, was overlooked in the design of the house. The sturdy construction and

foundation are backed by a recently completed home inspection and a home warranty which
covers all of the appliances within the home, as well as, the heating and air conditioning, so you
will never have to worry.
You will never hunger for entertainment or cultural opportunities with the frequent local festivals,
Saturday concerts in the amphitheater, and historical events that take place throughout the
year. Don’t forget about Legacy Pines where you will be able to enjoy a round of golf,
competitive tennis match, or therapeutic swim conveniently located close by in Greenville.
Whether you seek a quiet and peaceful life of solitude, or hunger for one that is full of adventure
around every corner, this house will fulfill your every dream.

